
The DSUB6F3 comes with magnetic bezel-less grilles in both square and 

round finishes to match perfectly with designer recessed lighting.

Multi-Finish Options

Two high-density aluminum woofers sit across from one another inside 

of the subwoofer enclosure.  As a result, the output is enhanced while 

distortion and cabinet vibrations are significantly reduced.

Dueling Effort

Only audible worthy bass frequencies pass through the port of the DSUB6 

from the bandpass to deliver a powerful listening experience.  This ensures 

power is strictly utilized in creating the true fidelity low-end output.

Clean, Powerful Bass

DSUB6F68
Director Collection
The Director DSUB6F68 delivers awe-inspiring bass from the ceiling, performance you would expect from a floor-standing subwoofer. The Dual-

6” Woofer design of the bandpass enclosure keeps vibration under control while producing the lowest of lows with a passive crossover.  Designed 

with the same finished aesthetic as Director 6 and 8” speakers, the DSUB6 brings powerful bass with impact to an in-ceiling listening experience.

DSUB6F68

As expected with all Origin Acoustics speakers, the DSUB6 delivers high 

performance audio while remaining completely concealed from plain sight 

with a sleek paintable bezel-less magnetic grille. 

Paintable Low Profile Grille

the DSUB6F3 contains a thorough passive crossover that maintains 

low frequency response while passing off the appropriate mid and high 

frequencies to the surrounding D38 satellites.

Passive Crossover

The Zip-Cliq™ secures the speaker in the ceiling with the exact torque to 

ensure a tight fit. This is accomplished by squeezing the clips into place 

and locking the speaker with a twist. 

Tool-less Mounting System
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Model DSUB6F68

Part Number DSUB6F680

Woofer Cone Polypropylene

Woofer Dimensions 6.5 (165mm)

Frequency Response 37Hz - 200 kHz ± 3dB

Impedance 8 ohm

Power Handling 150 Watts

Box Dimensions 7.9 x 11.8 x 18.9" 
(200 x 300 x 480mm)

Tube Dimensions 29.5" x 6.2" (158 x 750mm)

Grille Diameter 10" 
(254mm)

Cutout Diameter 8.75” (222mm)

Mounting Depth 7.9” (200mm)
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